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Everest Group’s MCPO research is based on multiple sources 

of proprietary information

1 Assessment for Aditro, Ascender, Celergo, Elanor, and SD Worx excludes service provider inputs on this particular study, and is based on Everest 

Group’s estimates which leverage Everest Group’s proprietary Transaction Intelligence (TI) database, ongoing coverage, the service provider’s public 

disclosures, and interaction with buyers

Confidentiality: Everest Group takes its confidentiality pledge very seriously. Any contract-specific information collected is presented back to the industry in an aggregated 

fashion

Service providers covered in detail in the 

analyses1

The analyses in this report are presented at two levels:

 Overall market analysis that highlights the overall market composition/dynamics

 The current market trends based on deal activities in the last three years

The sample size varies for different analyses based on the deal detail availability

 Everest Group’s proprietary database of over 800 MCPO deals

 The database tracks the following elements of each MCPO deal:

– Buyer details: Including industry, location, and headquarter region

– Deal details: Including TCV, ACV, term, start date, buyer employees served, pay-slips processed, 

and the primary pricing structure

– Scope: Process coverage and geographic coverage (in terms of number of countries covered 

within each region)

– Technology ownership and maintenance

– Global sourcing

1

 Everest Group’s proprietary database of operational capability of over 13 MCPO service 

providers

 The database tracks the following capability elements for each service provider:

– Major MCPO clients and recent wins

– Overall MCPO revenue, total clients, pay-slips processed, and buyer employees served

– Geographic coverage by employees and split of clients by industry, number of countries, and 

employee-size coverage

– MCPO service suite, delivery locations, and level of offshoring

– Technology offerings within MCPO

– Overall country coverage and partnerships

2

 Ongoing interaction with buyers, both as part of syndicated research relationships as well as custom 

research engagements

3
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Multi-country payroll outsourcing is defined as the transfer of 

ownership of some or all payroll subprocesses for multiple 

countries on an ongoing basis

Strategy

Judgment-intensive 

Transaction-intensive HR 

strategy

Employee data management

Payroll

Benefits

Performance management & succession planning

Compensation & incentive planning

Learning

Employee contact center

HR information systems and reporting

Global mobility

Regulatory and compliance

Employee relations

Recruitment

Payroll

 Strategy

 Payroll preparation 

(build to gross)

 Payroll calculation 

(gross to net)

 Payroll distribution

 Reconciliation

 Third-party payments

 Payroll tax reporting and 

filing

 Vendor management

 Contact center

Everest Group defines MCPO as a contract between a buyer and a service provider in which:

 At least two countries are in scope

 At least payroll calculation subprocess is included

Source: Everest Group (2017)
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Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

Dimension Key market insight

 Country-specific pricing mechanism continued to be the dominant model for pricing, due to greater 

flexibility offered by it

 Although, there are three types of operating/technology models in the market, majority of the service 

providers offer an integrated hybrid solution owing to the complexity of processing long-tail countries

 Analytics, automation, and user interface improvements are the key areas of investment in terms of 

technology enhancements

Solution 

characteristics

3

 The MCPO market has grown rapidly at a CAGR of 19-23% from 2014 to 2016 to cross US$1.5 billion. 

With the rising understanding of the MCPO value proposition and increasing provider maturity, this 

momentum is likely to continue for the next couple of years

 Control, cost, and compliance continue to remain the key drivers for greater adoption of MCPO; 

employee experience improvement is likely to become a key driver in the near future

 North America and Europe are relatively more mature and bigger MCPO markets, and they accounted 

for a large chunk of the global deal activity. Asia Pacific and Latin America are also emerging as strong 

MCPO markets on their own. 

Market overview and 

key regional trends

1

 In terms of buyer size, smaller firms continue to dominate the MCPO market adoption through simple 

deals spanning a few countries

 Services, hi-tech & IT, and manufacturing continue to be the biggest adopters of MCPO globally

 Inclusion of core payroll subprocesses continued to see high traction, while, inclusion of ancillary 

subprocesses increased

Buyer adoption 

trends 

2

 The MCPO market is characterized by primarily three categories of service providers with distinct value 

propositions – payroll specialists such as Ascender, TMF, CloudPay, Excelity, and SD Worx, large HRO 

providers such as ADP & NGA HR, and mid-sized HRO providers such as Aditro, Neeyamo, and Zalaris

 ADP and NGA HR, the large HRO providers, dominate the market constituting ~54% of the market in 

terms of revenue. 

Service provider

landscape

4
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Multi-country payroll providers market share

ACV (US$ million)

This study offers three distinct chapters providing a deep dive 

into key aspects of the MCPO market; below are four charts 

to illustrate the depth of the report

Source: Everest Group (2017)
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HRO research calendar

Topic Release date

Published Current

June 2017Multi-Country Payroll Outsourcing (MCPO) – Service Provider Landscape with PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2017

Multi-Country Payroll Outsourcing (MCPO) – Annual Report 2017 – Evolution of drivers and enablers in a rapidly-growing market July 2017

Q3 2017Multi-Country Payroll Outsourcing (MCPO) – Service Provider Profile Compendium 2017

Q3 2017Multi-Process Human Resources Outsourcing (MPHRO) – Service Provider Landscape with PEAK Matrix Assessment 2017

June 2017Workday-Based HR BPS – Service Provider Landscape with PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2017

March 2017Payroll Outsourcing in Asia Pacific: Climbing Up the Maturity Ladder

November 2016Global HR Outsourcing Trends Handbook 2016

December 2016Multi-Process Human Resources Outsourcing (MPHRO) – Service Provider Profile Compendium 2016

January 2017The Impact of Technology on HR GICs – A Call to Action

January 2017Technology in BPS – Service Provider Profile Compendium 2016

March 2017Aon Goes Back to its Roots; the (Re-) Birth of an HR Outsourcing Specialist

June 2017Workday-Based Human Resources Business Process Services (HR BPS) – Market Report 2017

March 2017Long-Tail HR Operations: Key Challenges and How to Overcome Them
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Additional HRO research recommendations

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this report. The recommended 

documents provide either additional details on the topic or complementary content that may be of interest:

1. Multi-Country Payroll Outsourcing (MCPO) – Service Provider Landscape with PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2017 (EGR-2017-3-R-

2225); 2017. This report assesses the MCPO capabilities of different service providers and evaluates their positioning on the Everest 

Group PEAK Matrix. It provides insights on how 13 MCPO service providers are beefing up their capabilities and are differentiating 

themselves in this market. These providers have been segmented into Leaders, Major Contenders, and Aspirants on the Everest Group 

PEAK Matrix. The report also includes remarks on service providers, highlighting their key strengths and development areas

2. Workday-Based Human Resources Business Process Services (HR BPS) – Service Provider Landscape with PEAK Matrix™ 

Assessment 2017 (EGR-2017-3-R-2209); 2017.This report assesses the Workday-based HR BPS capabilities of different service 

providers and evaluates their positioning on the Everest Group PEAK Matrix. It provides insights on how 10 service providers are beefing 

up their capabilities and are differentiating themselves in the light of these shifts. These providers have been segmented into Leaders, 

Major Contenders, and Aspirants on the Everest Group PEAK Matrix. The report also includes remarks on service providers, highlighting 

their key strengths and development areas

3. Global HR Outsourcing Trends Handbook 2016 (EGR-2016-3-R-1996); 2016. This report provides a comprehensive overview on the 

state of the HRO market - both single- and multi-process. The report also identifies key business drivers trends, and the evolving needs 

of the buyers in the market.
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HRO Team:
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